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Resolutions and Decisions of the Security Council
2013-2014

2016-04-21

official documents of resolutions and decisions of the security council 2013
2014

COVID-19

2021-12-01

the story of covid 19 now seems so familiar from the first reported case of a
new respiratory infection in china in december 2019 to a pandemic that rapidly
changed the world respiratory clinicians and scientists were at the forefront
of delivering healthcare for people with covid 19 leading efforts to understand
this novel virus and disease and developing and testing strategies to better
prevent and treat it these endeavours extended not only to the acute illness
but also to understanding the longer term consequences the pace of knowledge
acquisition was rapid but is now maturing this monograph therefore provides a
timely and valuable state of the art summary for clinicians and scientists on
our understanding of this virus and its consequences to date it is essential
reading for all those involved in the care of people who are or who have been
affected by covid 19

The Political Economy of WTO Implementation and
China’s Approach to Litigation in the WTO

2016-01-29

the concept of compliance of world trade organization wto law as part of
international economic law is examined in this discerning book the issue of
compliance is examined through a broad perspective considering the key
conceptual issues which continu

Everyone Loses

2018-10-09

disorder erupted in ukraine in 2014 involving the overthrow of a sitting
government the russian annexation of the crimean peninsula and a violent
insurrection supported by moscow in the east of the country this adelphi book
argues that the crisis has yielded a ruinous outcome in which all the parties
are worse off and international security has deteriorated this negative sum
scenario resulted from years of zero sum behaviour on the part of russia and
the west in post soviet eurasia which the authors rigorously analyse the
rivalry was manageable in the early period after the cold war only to become
entrenched and bitter a decade later the upshot has been systematic losses for
russia the west and the countries caught in between all the governments
involved must recognise that long standing policies aimed at achieving one
sided advantage have reached a dead end charap and colton argue and commit to
finding mutually acceptable alternatives through patient negotiation

Indonesia Matters

2014-08-01

indonesia is the fourth most populous country in the world after china india
and the united states it is also the world s largest muslim majority country
and the third largest democracy its economy is currently the 10th largest on
the global scale indonesia is recognized as an emerging power and a respected
member of the international community it plays an important role not only in
the asia pacific region but also in the world at large indonesia has defied the
grim predictions about its imminent collapse following the ouster of suharto in
1998 its ability to rebuild and reinvigorate itself into its current status is
one of the most impressive stories of the late 20th and early 21st century its
journey since the fall of suharto is inspiring at a time when the world has
seen many failing nations recurring economic crises and growing radicalism and
terrorism yet the indonesian story receives far less attention than the brics



brazil russia india china and south africa the indonesian story suggests a
different pathway to emerging power status this pathway is based not so much on
military or economic resources rather it lies in the ability of a country to
develop a positive virtuous correlation among three factors democracy
development and stability while pursuing a foreign policy of restraint towards
neighbours and active engagement with the world at large this is the key lesson
from the story of indonesia that this book seeks to present it analyses
indonesia s foreign policy and international role under the democratic regime
with particular focus on its role as a leader of asean its relationship with
the major powers of the asia pacific and its place in the global order of the
21st century contents why indonesia matters democracy development and stability
creating a virtuous cycleindonesia and the regional architectureindonesia and
the major powersindonesia as a global actora nation on the move indonesian
voices readership general public students policy makers and think tanks
intellectuals key features first book that recognizes indonesia as an emerging
powerfirst book in a long time on overall indonesian foreign policyamong the
first to study impact of democratization on foreign policy of indonesiakeywords
indonesia rising powers asean asia pacific securityreviews indonesia today
offers an inspiring example of how democracy development and stability can be
made to work together to enhance a nation s prestige and influence on the
global stage amitav acharya s indonesia matters is an insightful account of the
foreign policy of the world s largest muslim country demonstrating how
democratic transformation strengthened indonesia s leadership in asean the asia
pacific and the world at large surin pitsuwan former foreign minister of
thailand and secretary general of asean 2008 12 can a major new power rise in
the community of nations without threatening its neighbours destabilizing
existing arrangements and producing an arms race this is a major question for
this century after the past one in which germany and japan established such
alarming precedents china and india do not provide much reassurance that we are
wiser than we were indonesia however with one of the lowest arms expenditures
in the world either per capita or in relation to gnp looks a promising case for
an alternative model this book is a very timely study of a critical issue for
our times anthony reid emeritus professor college of asia and the pacific
australian national university amitav acharya has produced a timely and
illuminating examination of indonesia s foreign policy since the establishment
of democracy after suharto s period in power drawing on extensive interviews
and keen observations amitav skilfully traces the evolution of indonesia s
diplomacy from its modest regional roots to the rarefied world of global
engagement this is an important book and a necessary read for all those who
follow indonesia s remarkable ascent kurt campbell assistant secretary of state
for east asian and pacific affairs 2009 13 acharya has provided an excellent
contribution in the discourse on indonesia s foreign policy he has shown the
unique pathway of the country in achieving its current place in regional and
global politics through the virtuous cycle of democracy development and
stability the indonesian quarterly

Diplomatic Material

2017-09-01

in diplomatic material jason dittmer offers a counterintuitive reading of
foreign policy by tracing the ways that complex interactions between people and
things shape the decisions and actions of diplomats and policymakers bringing
new materialism to bear on international relations dittmer focuses not on what
the state does in the world but on how the world operates within the state
through the circulation of humans and nonhuman objects from examining how paper
storage needs impacted the design of the british foreign office building to
discussing the 1953 nato decision to adopt the 30 caliber bullet as the
standard rifle ammunition dittmer highlights the contingency of human agency
within international relations in dittmer s model which eschews stasis
structural forces and historical trends in favor of dynamism and becoming the
international community is less a coming together of states than it is a
convergence of media things people and practices in this way dittmer locates
power in the unfolding of processes on the micro level thereby
reconceptualizing our understandings of diplomacy and international relations

The Glass Cliff

2024-03-07

every current and aspiring leader needs to read this book helen tupper sarah
ellis sunday times bestselling authors of the squiggly career and you coach you



clever brilliantly researched and vitally important dawn o porter bestselling
author of the cows and cat lady the glass cliff is a conversation about what
happens when women break the rules and break through the glass ceiling have you
ever wondered why there are so few success stories of women in business
leadership or maybe you ve wondered what life is really like on the other side
of the glass ceiling the world of work is supposedly changing embracing
diversity yet are the opportunities we re giving to women really equal to those
of men drawing on almost 20 years of research from around the world the glass
cliff phenomenon whereby women are often only hired in leadership roles when a
business is already underperforming meaning their chances of success are
limited before they ever even start in the role is well established but little
known until now this is the story of the glass cliff a story of a structural
inequality disguising itself as the personal failures of women when sophie
williams gave her viral ted talk on the subject she was subsequently flooded
with accounts of confident accomplished women who had taken what seemed like a
dream leadership role only to quickly find themselves in a waking nightmare
without the language to describe their experiences they had been left blaming
themselves but learning about the glass cliff enabled them to reframe and
reexamine what they d gone through once we understand the glass cliff once we
can stand together and face it head first we can start to unravel so many other
false narratives about women s leadership experiences that just don t make
sense without it by understanding the phenomenon and by telling one another
about it we can affect the conversation empower one another to overcome
societal bias and ultimately change the world of work for women forever

Rebel Politics

2019-10-15

rebel politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the civil war in myanmar one
of the most entrenched armed conflicts in the world since 2011 a national peace
process has gone hand in hand with escalating ethnic conflict the karen
national union knu previously known for its uncompromising stance against the
central government of myanmar became a leader in the peace process after it
signed a ceasefire in 2012 meanwhile the kachin independence organization kio
returned to the trenches in 2011 after its own seventeen year long ceasefire
broke down to understand these puzzling changes brenner conducted ethnographic
fieldwork among the knu and kio analyzing the relations between rebel leaders
their rank and file and local communities in the context of wider political and
geopolitical transformations drawing on political sociology rebel politics
explains how revolutionary elites capture and lose legitimacy within their own
movements and how these internal contestations drive the strategies of
rebellion in unforeseen ways brenner presents a novel perspective that
contributes to our understanding of contemporary politics in southeast asia and
to the study of conflict peace and security by highlighting the hidden social
dynamics and everyday practices of political violence ethnic conflict rebel
governance and borderland politics

Producing Women

2015-03-02

producing women examines the ways femininity is produced through new media
michele white considers how women are constructed produce themselves as
subjects form vital production cultures on sites like etsy and deploy
technological processes to reshape their identities and digital characteristics
she studies the means through which women market traditional female roles are
viewed and produce and restructure their gendered raced eroticized and sexual
identities incorporating a range of examples across numerous forms of media
including trash the dress wedding photography internet how to instructions
about zombie walk brides nail polish blogging diy crafting and reborn doll
production producing women elucidates women s production cultures online and
the ways that individuals can critically study and engage with these practices

Focus On: 100 Most Popular American 3D Films

2021-03-01

this new sixth edition of a major work by the well known competition law team
at van bael bellis in brussels brings the book up to date to take account of
the many developments in the case law and relevant legislation that have



occurred since the fifth edition in 2010 the authors have also taken the
opportunity to write a much extended chapter on private enforcement and a
dedicated section on competition law in the pharmaceutical sector as one would
expect the new edition continues to meet the challenge for businesses and their
counsel providing a thoroughly practical guide to the application of the eu
competition rules the critical commentary cuts through the theoretical
underpinnings of eu competition law to expose its actual impact on business in
this comprehensive new edition the authors examine such notable developments as
the following important rulings concerning the concept of a restriction by
object under article 101 the extensive case law in the field of cartels
including in relation to cartel facilitation and price signalling important
article 102 rulings concerning pricing and exclusivity including the post
danmark and intel judgments as well as standard essential patents the current
block exemption and guidelines applicable to vertical agreements including
those applicable to the motor vehicle sector developments concerning online
distribution including the pierre fabre and coty rulings the current guidelines
and block exemptions in the field of horizontal cooperation including the
treatment of information exchange the evolution of eu merger control including
court defeats suffered by the commission and the case law on procedural
infringements the burgeoning case law related to pharmaceuticals including
concerning reverse payment settlements the current technology transfer
guidelines and block exemption procedural developments including in relation to
the right to privacy access to file parental liability fining methodology
inability to pay and hybrid settlements the implementation of the damages
directive and the first interpretative rulings as a comprehensive up to date
and above all practical analysis of the eu competition rules as developed by
the commission and eu courts this authoritative new edition of a classic work
stands alone like its predecessors it will be of immeasurable value to both
business persons and their legal advisers

Competition Law of the European Union

2015-05-27

in contingent citizenship sandra mantu examines the changing rules of
citizenship deprivation in the uk france and germany from the perspective of
international and european legal standards

Contingent Citizenship

2018-09-11

media ideology and hegemony provides what raymond williams once called the
extra edge of consciousness that is absolutely essential to create both on and
offline a better more open more equitable and more democratic world

Focus On: 100 Most Popular 21St-century English
Actresses

2022-07-15

this timely book provides readers with a detailed comparative survey of tenure
innovation and diversification in europe alternative and intermediate tenures i
e housing options beyond tenancy and homeownership are examined as remedies to
address the growing european housing crisis

Media, Ideology and Hegemony

2017-09-15

this book examines the crisis in ukraine through the lens of triangular
diplomacy which focuses on the multiple interactions among the european union
the united states and russia it is explicitly comparative considering how the
us and eu responded to ostensibly the same crisis it also adopts a 360 degree
perspective focusing on how the us and eu interacted in their dealings with
russia and how russia and ukraine have responded chapters focus on each of the
four protagonists the eu the us russia and ukraine and on key cross cutting
aspects of the crisis sanctions international law and energy the book thus
contrasts a conventional if exceptional great power the us with a very non
traditional foreign policy actor the eu it would be suitable for both



undergraduate and graduate courses on the eu s external policies and engagement
in world affairs eu us relations eu russia interactions or regional security
issues

Ways out of the European Housing Crisis

2015-03-05

the 4th small wars journal el centro anthology comes at a pivotal time roughly
a third of the way through the term for the enrique peña nieto administration
in mexico the mass kidnapping and execution of 43 rural student teachers in
iguala guerrero in late september 2014 has only served to further highlight the
corruptive effects of organized crime on the public institutions in that
country in addition many other states in latin america are now suffering at the
hands of criminal insurgents who are threatening their citizens and challenging
their sovereign rights dave dilegge swj editor in chief

Triangular Diplomacy among the United States, the
European Union, and the Russian Federation

2016-04-26

the yearbook of muslims in europe is an essential resource for analysis of
europe s dynamic muslim populations this comprehensive annual reference work
summarizes significant activities trends and developments and features the most
current statistical information available from forty four european countries

Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Romantic Drama
Films

2016-03-09

taking a global viewpoint this volume addresses issues arising from recent
developments in the enduring and topical debates over genetically modified
organisms gmos and their relationship to intellectual property ip the work
examines changing responses to the growing acceptance and prevalence of gmos
drawing together perspectives from several of the leading international
scholars in this area the contributions seek to break away from analysis of
safety and regulation and examine the diversity of ways the law and gmos have
become entangled this collection presents the start of a much broader
engagement with gmos and law as gmo technology becomes increasingly more
complex and embedded in our lives this volume will be a useful resource in
leading further discussion and debate about gmos in academia in government and
among those working on future policy

Criminal Insurgents in Mexico and Latin America

2022-03-21

discover the latest technologies in the pursuit of zero waste solutions in the
electronics industry in electronic waste recycling and reprocessing for a
sustainable future a team of expert sustainability researchers delivers a
collection of resources that thoroughly examine methods for extracting value
from electronic waste while aiming for a zero waste scenario in industrial
production the book discusses the manufacturing and use of materials in
electronic devices while presenting an overview of separation methods for
industrial materials readers will also benefit from a global overview of
various national and international regulations related to the topic of
electronic and electrical waste a must read resource for scientists and
engineers working in the production and development of electronic devices the
authors provide comprehensive overviews of the benefits of achieving a zero
waste solution in electronic and electrical waste as well as the risks posed by
incorrectly disposed of electronic waste readers will enjoy an introduction to
electronic waste including the opportunities presented by zero waste
technologies and solutions explorations of e waste management and practices in
developed and developing countries and e waste transboundary movement
regulations in a variety of jurisdictions practical discussions of approaches
for estimating e waste generation and the materials used in electronic
equipment and manufacturing perspectives in depth treatments of various
recycling technologies including physical separation pyrometallurgy



hydrometallurgy and biohydrometallurgy perfect for materials scientists
electronic engineers and metal processing professionals electronic waste
recycling and reprocessing for a sustainable future will also earn a place in
the libraries of industrial chemists and professionals working in organizations
that use large amounts of chemicals or produce electronic waste

Yearbook of Muslims in Europe, Volume 7

2016-09-30

over 700 total pages introduction leadership has often been viewed as more of
an art than a science however the expanding field of neuroscience is confirming
that leadership may be more science than art while the thinking components of
the brain have been noticeably evolving along with the pace of technology the
emotional parts are still very primitive yet play an important role in
leadership and behavior the latest neurological psychological and
organizational research is converging towards the fact that emotional
leadership is the key ingredient to an organization s performance successfully
leading in dynamic complex environments making wise decisions while facing
tremendous resource constraints avoiding moral and ethical lapses preventing
failures in leadership building healthy relationships and fostering resiliency
across the workforce is less about the hard skills of cognitive intelligence
and more about the soft skills of emotional intelligence leaders still need
foundational cognitive skills but they cannot lead solely from their intellect
in today s interconnected world contains the following studies publications 1
emotional intelligence competencies and the army leadership requirements model
2 the relationship between emotional intelligence and leader performance 3 the
failure of success how the bathsheba syndrome and emotional intelligence
contribute to the downfall of army organizational level leader 4 emotional
intelligence advocating for the softer side of leadership 5 lack of emotional
intelligence as a factor in the relief of us army commanders 6 refinement and
validation of a military emotional intelligence training program 7 developing a
cultural intelligence capability 8 the trust project symbiotic human machine
teams social cueing for trust reliance 9 tests of cognitive ability

Intellectual Property and Genetically Modified
Organisms

2015-12-22

several themes emerge in this 2014 2015 edition of the yearbook the first is a
notable focus on country and region specific developments different articles
focus on key developments in such countries as australia brazil china ghana
india indonesia russia and south africa others focus on regional innovations in
particular in latin america a second area of attention is reform and proposals
for reform in investor state dispute settlement and in investment law generally
the third theme is the continued concern about states regulatory autonomy and
the importance of their retaining ability to protect the interests of their
nationals a fourth theme concerns the continued contribution that investment
arbitration makes to the development of international law and the influence
that it is starting to have on other areas of law whether that is as a source
of inspiration in the interpretation of other norms or as a source of
potentially powerful persuasive authority given the teeth that investment law
has with respect to enforcement included are the winning memorials of the fdi
moot for both 2014 and 2015 in 2014 a team from the university of ottawa
submitted the winning claimant s memorial while students from harvard law
school submitted the winning respondent s memorial in 2015 harvard repeated its
stellar performance again winning best respondent s memorial the winning
claimant s memorial in 2015 was submitted by students from the national and
kapodistrian university of athens these excellent memorials reveal once again
the growing interest of students in international investment law and
demonstrate a striving for excellence and an enthusiasm for grappling with
intellectually challenging issues

Electronic Waste

2020-04-20

learning primary geography ideas and inspiration from classrooms celebrates
children s learning in primary geography it is a book for all student and
practising teachers who would like children to learn about their world in an



enjoyable and stimulating way every page presents inspiring examples of
children s learning and explains how and why creative approaches such as
enquiry learning learning outside the classroom and using imaginative resources
work so well in primary geography using illustrated case studies from a range
of schools and classrooms each chapter showcases the fantastic work all
children can do in primary geography the book explores a wide variety of
geographical learning with chapters focusing on key aspects of the subject
including primary geography through the school grounds topical geography
through issues and events learning about places in primary geography children s
agency and action through primary geography throughout the chapters the role of
primary geography in helping children develop all types of literacies including
spatial critical and digital literacies is explored written by a highly
experienced teacher and lecturer in education learning primary geography is
underpinned and illustrated by examples from a wide range of primary classrooms
it will be a source of support guidance and inspiration for all those teaching
geography in the primary school

Publications Combined: EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
COMPETENCIES AND MILITARY LEADERSHIP

2015-11-03

informed by the country approaches of ghana peru and the philippines in
addition to a review of relevant literature this report examines the potential
for increased coherence in approaches to climate change adaptation and disaster
risk reduction across levels of government and sectors

Yearbook on International Investment Law & Policy
2014-2015

2015-04-30

in 1973 yashev raval wrote the power of wisdom correctly pointing out that
collusion between east and west had kept not only the balance of terror but
provided the glue that kept geographic spheres of influence stable africa was
part of that arena for global rivalry with the collapse of the union of soviet
socialist republics in 1991 the stifling grip the superpowers had exercised
throughout the world was fundamentally altered the transformation of the
international security system coupled with political democratization allowed
the partial reorganisation of the security establishments on the african
continent to embark upon the new african civil military relations acmr in the
last decade and half the implosion of african states exposed to forces of
democratization has escalated manifest in algeria egypt mali madagascar somalia
south sudan central african republic and lesotho at the heart of the states
implosion has been weak fragile and partisan defence and security institutions
a phenomenon that requires urgent research intervention to guide the much
needed reforms in 2014 the russian academy of sciences hosted the bi annual
african studies conference with the lead author accorded the responsibility of
organizing a session on acmr from amongst some of the exciting abstracts
presented authors submitted these as full chapters for this book which captures
international african studies perspectives managed by the african public policy
research institute appri this process was further facilitated by one of the
presenters and now co editor maj henrik laugesen from the royal danish defence
college who agreed to lead on the fundraising succeeding in securing support
from the royal danish defence college the result is this book

Learning Primary Geography

2022-07-11

this new edition provides a definitive comprehensive and systematic analysis of
the law governing the eu s action in the world updated to take into account the
lisbon treaty and recent case law the book covers all constitutional aspects of
the eu s international action and the procedures for treaty making it analyses
the relationship between the eu and its members with emphasis on mixed
agreements and the status of international law in the eu legal order it
explores the links between the eu and international organisations such as the
wto and examines the eu s external economic and political relations and its
various links with third countries including its neighbours it analyses amongst
others the common commercial policy sanctions the common foreign and security



policy and the common security and defence policy this new edition is the most
up to date work of its kind examining both the law and practice in a wide range
of external policies placing the law in its political and economic context and
exploring the links between the eu s external and internal actions

Common Ground Between the Paris Agreement and the
Sendai Framework Climate Change Adaptation and
Disaster Risk Reduction

2020-07-22

the open access publication of this book has been published with the support of
the swiss national science foundation are unilateral economic sanctions legal
under public international law how do they relate to the existing international
legal principles and norms can unilateral economic sanctions imposed to redress
grave human rights violations be subjected to the same legal contestations as
other unilateral sanctions what potential contribution can the recently
formulated doctrine of common concern of humankind make by introducing
substantive and procedural prerequisites to legitimise unilateral human rights
sanctions unilateral sanctions in international law and the enforcement of
human rights by iryna bogdanova addresses these complex questions while taking
account of the burgeoning state practice of employing unilateral economic
sanctions

The New African Civil-Military Relations

2016-02-22

from the future of work to the nature of our closest relationships how do we
understand the links between our personal troubles and wider public issues in
society today now into its fourth edition public sociology continues to
highlight the relevance of a grounded sociological perspective to australian
social life as well as encouraging students to apply a sociological gaze to
their own lives and the communities in which they live public sociology
presents a wide range of topics in a user friendly and accessible way
introducing key theories and research methods and exploring core themes
including youth families and intimate relationships class and inequality and
race and ethnic relations all chapters have been extensively revised to bring
them up to date in a fast changing social world reflecting the latest
sociological debates in response to changing lifestyles and evolving political
landscapes in addition to updated statistics and research findings an expanded
glossary and the latest citations to the scholarly literature the text features
a completely new chapter on gender and sexualities with expanded discussion of
lgbtiq this new edition also explores contemporary issues ranging from the
metoo movement to marriage equality fake news and alt facts this is the
essential sociological reference to help students make sense of a complex and
challenging world new to the fourth edition a new chapter on gender and
sexualities and expanded discussion of intersectionality exploration of the
latest social issues including metoo rising inequality and the post truth age
all chapters thoroughly revised and updated with the latest research updated
book website with extra readings youtube clips and case studies a new feature
visual sociology helps the reader analyse the power of visual messaging with a
firm base in the richest traditions of the discipline and with a remarkably
approachable format this book offers an excellent introduction to a wide array
of sociology s concerns making it suitable for all australian social science
undergraduates gary wickham emeritus professor of sociology murdoch university
a sophisticated yet accessible introduction to social identities differences
and inequalities and social transformations jo lindsay professor in sociology
monash university sweeping and lucid communicates with ease and simplicity toni
makkai emeritus professor college of arts and social sciences australian
national university

EU International Relations Law

2017-11-24

the beginning of the millennium has been influenced by a visible acceleration
of the globalisation process a complex and dynamic phenomenon it has generated
a series of consequences at the political strategic and military levels as well
as the cultural level the increase of interdependence between actors on the



international stage modern technologies means of communication cross border
relations and the constant flux of goods capital services and people entail
major changes for the tools used by states in international relations in this
context states are obligated to identify solutions to overcome risks and
threats posed to peace and security as current regional conflicts can easily
become international in order to streamline communication and interstate
cooperation beyond the classic appeal to tolerance there has been in recent
years an exponential increase of the use of culture and by extension cultural
diplomacy thus cultural cooperation represents a vital part of the current
process of transformation and transition adopting an interdisciplinary
character this volume investigates some of the aspects that emphasise the
essential role of culture as a promoter and supporter of peace and security as
an agent of regional and national development as well as its contributions to
attracting and retaining human and financial capital regional branding and
improving quality of life among others the volume will particularly appeal to
professors and students of political science international relations history
economy law and sociology as well as intellectuals interested in the catalysing
role of culture in all areas of activity

Unilateral Sanctions in International Law and the
Enforcement of Human Rights

2020-02-27

what is the effect of revolutions on legal systems what role do constitutions
play in legitimating regimes how do constitutions and revolutions converge or
clash taking the arab spring as its case study this book explores the role of
law and constitutions during societal upheavals and critically evaluates the
different trajectories they could follow in a revolutionary setting the book
urges a rethinking of major categories in political legal and constitutional
theory in light of the arab spring the book is a novel and comprehensive
examination of the constitutional order that preceded and followed the arab
spring in egypt tunisia libya morocco jordan algeria oman and bahrain it also
provides the first thorough discussion of the trials of former regime officials
in egypt and tunisia drawing on a wide range of primary sources including an in
depth analysis of recent court rulings in several arab countries the book
illustrates the contradictory roles of law and constitutions the book also
contrasts the arab spring with other revolutionary situations and demonstrates
how the arab spring provides a laboratory for examining scholarly ideas about
revolutions legitimacy legality continuity popular sovereignty and constituent
power

Public Sociology

2017-07-15

the routledge handbook of chinese culture and society is an interdisciplinary
resource that offers a comprehensive overview of contemporary chinese social
and cultural issues in the twenty first century bringing together experts in
their respective fields this cutting edge survey of the significant phenomena
and directions in china today covers a range of issues including the following
state privatisation and civil society family and education urban and rural life
gender and sexuality and reproduction popular culture and the media religion
and ethnicity forming an accessible and fascinating insight into chinese
culture and society this handbook will be invaluable to students and scholars
across a range of disciplines including anthropology sociology area studies
history politics and cultural and media studies

Culture and Paradiplomatic Identity

2024-03-07

the world s first independent black republic haiti was forged in the fire of
history s only successful slave revolution yet more than two hundred years
later the full promise of that revolution a free country and a free people
remains unfulfilled home for more than a decade to one of the world s largest
un peacekeeping forces haiti s tumultuous political culture buffeted by coups
and armed political partisans combined with economic inequality and
environmental degradation to create immense difficulties even before the
devastating 2010 earthquake killed tens of thousands of people this grim tale
however is not the whole story in this moving and detailed history michael



deibert who has spent two decades reporting on haiti chronicles the heroic
struggles of haitians to build their longed for country in the face of
overwhelming odds based on hundreds of interviews with haitian political
leaders international diplomats peasant advocates and gang leaders as well as
ordinary haitians deibert s book provides a vivid complex and challenging
analysis of haiti s recent history

Law and Revolution

2015-12-14

this book provides practical and comprehensive guidance for national practising
lawyers judges and litigation attorneys on the application of eu eea law before
national courts it describes the essential rules regarding the application of
eu eea law before national judicial instances and structures them
systematically in order to enable national judges and litigation attorneys to
comprehend the main standards in short the book is about legal norms that would
fall under the category of civil and administrative procedural law in a
national legal order these rules developed by the ecj and the efta court govern
when and how national judges should apply eu eea law in national proceedings
the book is divided into six chapters each dealing with a specific topic for
pragmatic purposes the structure of the chapters is uniform and each chapter
can be read individually as the norms have been developed by the ecj efta court
and consist mainly of case law principles the topics are presented based on
thorough analysis of the judgments rendered by those courts the book s unique
practical focus makes a great addition to the library of any national lawyer
and eu law expert

Routledge Handbook of Chinese Culture and Society

2021-08-27

the routledge handbook of irish criminology is the first edited collection of
its kind to bring together the work of leading irish criminologists in a single
volume while irish criminology can be characterised as a nascent but dynamic
discipline it has much to offer the irish and international reader due to the
unique historical cultural political social and economic arrangements that
exist on the island of ireland the handbook consists of 30 chapters which offer
original comprehensive and critical reviews of theory research policy and
practice in a wide range of subject areas the chapters are divided into four
thematic sections understanding crime examines specific offence types including
homicide gangland crime and white collar crime and the theoretical perspectives
used to explain them responding to crime explores criminal justice responses to
crime including crime prevention restorative justice approaches to policing and
trial as well as post conviction issues such as imprisonment community
sanctions and rehabilitation contexts of crime investigates the social
political and cultural contexts of the policymaking process including media
representations politics the role of the victim and the impact of gender
emerging ideas focuses on innovative ideas that prompt a reconsideration of
received wisdom on particular topics including sexual violence and ethnicity
charting the key contours of the criminological enterprise on the island of
ireland and placing the irish material in the context of the wider european and
international literature this book is essential reading for those involved in
the study of irish criminology and international and comparative criminal
justice

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Nonlinear Narrative Films

2021-07-03

providing a unique analytical framework to capture a diverse fragmented and
highly evolving practice the research handbook on unilateral and
extraterritorial sanctions is the key original reference work covering how
sanctions have indisputably become central instruments of foreign policy this
discerning research handbook combines a series of case studies and cross
cutting analyses it reflects the levers and evolution of international law and
practice in the field as well as covering important topics over multiple
disciplines particularly in international law and international relations
featuring diverse contributions from a selection of esteemed scholars the
research handbook s chapters provide an unprecedented analysis of the evolution
of diplomatic legal and business practices and tackle topical legal issues



arising from unilateral and extraterritorial sanctions offering a unique
panorama of contemporary practice this 360 degree study will be of interest to
legal academics and their students as well as practitioners in both the public
and private sectors

Haiti Will Not Perish

2023-07-13

headline the globe and mail legal challenge halts canadian u s and u k release
of book critical of chinese communist party by robert fife that said it all the
hands of the chinese communist party were going on the offence the 48 group
club a china friendly group of former uk ambassadors and prime ministers were
embarrassed by their connections to a club founded by key members of the
chinese communist party of britain who s chair stephen perry suggested that
china s approach to world order and rule was superior to democracy and the uk
should embrace them asked if he believed the lawsuit was an effort by the
chinese government to stop the publication of his book mr hamilton said i have
no evidence of that although it should be noted that the chinese government has
used lawfare in the past lawfare is the use of legal action as part of a
campaign against a target governments around the world are in the early stages
of a repositioning of power as china rises and the united states is drawn into
direct competition however some are beginning to wonder whether for all of the
economic benefits engaging with china carries unseen dangers the chinese
communist party is now determined to reshape the world in its image the party
is not interested in democracy it divides the world into those who can be won
over and enemies they have already lured many leaders to their corner others
are weighing up a devil s bargain through its exercise of sharp power the party
is weakening global institutions aggressively targeting individual corporations
and threatening freedom of expression from the arts to academia at the same
time security services are increasingly worried about incursions into our
communications infrastructure indeed the vaunted great firewall is a temporary
measure only necessary until the party has transformed the global conversation
in december 2019 the ccp s obsession with social control led it to suppress
expert warnings about the coronavirus outbreak in wuhan most alarming for the
west was the active collaboration of the who in spreading the ccp s version of
events it was a shocking example of the widespread co optation of global
institutions by the ccp as described in hidden hand as soon as beijing thought
it had the virus under control it began a global propaganda blitz presenting
china s authoritarian system as a model for the rest of the world western media
and pundits soon began echoing the party line hidden hand is a detailed and
devastating expose of chinese communist party influence in the west including
canada it could not arrive at a better time in canada with relations between
ottawa and beijing reaching breaking point after two years of mounting tension
china s bullying behaviour and the mobilising of people loyal to the chinese
communist party on the streets of canada s cities has caused deep disquiet
among canadians but the government seems paralyzed hidden hand shows how canada
s political business academic and cultural elites have over many years been co
opted by the chinese communist party and its agencies they are confused about
what is in canada s national interests and frequently do beijing s bidding
hidden hand shows how the chinese communist party represents a profound threat
to western democracy it s vital reading for canadians who want to understand
what is really happening and points to a way of carving out a new diplomatic
course with china but the question remains does the government have the will to
stand up to beijing and its proxies in canada or is it too late

EU and EEA Law Litigation Before National Courts

this book seeks to critically review and evaluate the changes and consistencies
in how warfare is interpreted and represented by academics mass media outlets
and political actors in the 21st century the authors suggest that it is
essential to understand the evolution and transformation of contemporary
warfare s conceptualisation and practice in order to make sense of the current
global geopolitical transformations that are in process from a unipolar to
multipolar global order they therefore examine the various key actors in
international relations from conceptual theoretical and empirical perspectives
through thematic chapters that demonstrate the increasingly central role played
by intangible factors in the representation and management of contemporary
armed conflict the book stresses the need to reflect and rethink the
potentially highly problematic trajectory of the global community within the
framework of 21st century warfare s political and informational influence and



effects
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Research Handbook on Unilateral and Extraterritorial
Sanctions

Hidden Hand

Rethinking Warfare in the 21st Century
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